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ABSTRACT

Due to their scientific significance and practical applications, turbulent flows 

and flames have been under extensive and intensive research for a long time. 

Turbulent flows and flames of interests to practice inherently have three-

dimensional (3D) spatial structures, and therefore diagnostic techniques that can 

instantaneously resolve their 3D spatial features have long been desired and 

probably are needed to ultimately answer some of the open research questions. The 

goal of this dissertation thus is to investigate such diagnostics and demonstrate their 

capability and limitations in a range of turbulent flows/flames. To accomplish this 

goal, this dissertation developed and evaluated the following three diagnostic 

methods: tomographic chemiluminescence (TC), volumetric laser induced 

fluorescence (VLIF), and super-resolution planar laser induced fluorescence (SR-

PLIF).  

First, 3D flame topography of well-controlled laboratory flames was 

measured with TC method and validated by a simultaneous 2D Mie scattering 

measurement. The results showed that the flame topography obtained from TC and 

the Mie scattering agreed qualitatively, but quantitative difference on the order of 

millimeter was observed between these two methods. Such difference was caused by 

the limitations of the TC method. The first limitation involves TC’s reliance on 

chemiluminescence of nascent radicals (mainly CH*) in reacting flows, causing 

ambiguity in the definition of flame front and limiting its applications to certain 



types of reactive flow only. The second limitation involves TC’s inability to study 

an isolated region of interest because the chemiluminescence is emitted everywhere 

in the flame.  

Based on the above understanding of the TC technique, the second part of 

this dissertation studied a VLIF method to overcome the above limitations of the TC 

technique. Compared with the TC technique, the VLIF method can be used in either 

reacting or non-reacting flow and on any particular region of interest. In the VLIF 

technique, the fluorescence signal was generated by exciting a target species with a 

laser slab of certain thickness. The signal was recorded by cameras from different 

perspectives, and then a VLIF tomographic algorithm was applied to resolve the 

spatial distribution of the concentration of the target species. An innovative 3D 

VLIF algorithm was proposed and validated by well-designed experiment. This 

model enables analysis of VLIF performance in terms of signal level, size of the 

field of view in 3D, and accuracy. However, due to the limited number of views and 

the tomographic reconstruction itself, the spatial resolution of VLIF methods is 

limited. 

Hence, the third part of this dissertation investigated a SR-PLIF method to 

provide a strategy to improve the spatial resolution in two spatial directions, and 

also to extend the measurement range of scanning 3D imaging strategies. The SR-

PLIF method used planar images captured simultaneously from two (or more) 

orientations to reconstruct a final image with resolution enhanced or blurring 

removed. Both the development of SR algorithm, and the experimental 

demonstration of the SR-PLIF method were reported.   
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General Audience Abstract 

Optical diagnostics have become indispensable tools for the study of the turbulent flows 

and flames. Due to the inherently 3D structure of turbulent flows and flames, diagnostic 

techniques which can provide 3D measurements have been long desired. Therefore, this 

dissertation reports the development of three optics diagnostic methods that can provide 

such measurement capability, with a detailed discussion of their capabilities and 

limitations. The methods studied are tomographic chemiluminescence (TC), volumetric 

laser-induced fluorescence (VLIF), and super-resolution planar laser induced 

fluorescence (SR-PLIF). For the TC technique, the emission of light from combustion 

radicals (CH* and OH*) was recorded by multiple cameras placed at different 

orientations. A numerical algorithm was then applied to reconstruct the 3D flame 

structure. For the VLIF technique, a laser slab was used to excite a specific chemical 

species in the flame, which were captured from different perspectives to reconstruct the 

flow or flame structure in 3D. For the SR-PLIF technique, a series of planar images were 

recorded from multiple orientations to reconstruct a target image with higher resolution 

or to extend the measurement volume of scanning 3D diagnostics.  

 It is expected that the results obtained in this dissertation lay the groundwork for 

further development and expanded application of 3D diagnostics for the study of 

turbulent flows and combustion processes. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

Turbulent flow/combustion is of profound scientific significance and wide engineering 

applications in many engineering devices that provide the majority of our energy [1-3]. 

Therefore, turbulent flows/combustion have been studied extensively for many decades. 

Although much progress has already been made and many different tools have been 

developed, there still exists many unresolved questions. Notably, due to the inherent 3D 

(three-dimensional) structures of turbulent flows and flames, it has been long desired to 

have experimental techniques that can resolve flow and flame structures in all three 

spatial directions. The goal of this dissertation thus is to investigate such diagnostics and 

demonstrate their capability and limitations in a range of turbulent flows/flames. 

Overview of optical diagnostics 

Previous researchers have developed many tools to experimentally measure flame 

structures. Traditionally, Pitot tube, hotwire, thermocouple, and oil smoke have all been 

used to study turbulent flow characteristics.  Continued advancements in laser 

technologies (especially high pulse energy lasers), electronics, cameras (especially high-

speed cameras), and other optical devices have enabled the development of non-intrusive 

optic diagnostics. During the past a few decades, non-intrusive diagnostics have been 

demonstrated as powerful and indispensable tools for the study of turbulent 

flows/combustion [4, 5].  

Compared with traditional techniques such as Pitot tubes or thermocouples, optical 

diagnostic methods offer several key advantages. First, optical diagnostics are non-

intrusive and do not cause disturbance onto the test section. Second, since optical 
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diagnostics do not require direct interaction with the test medium, they can allow 

measurement in harsh environments involving high temperature, high pressure, and 

corrosive species [6]. Lastly, optical diagnostics also provide promising perspectives for 

remote control and implementation, which is a key enabling technology for future data-

driven devices and systems.  

Despite of the above mentioned advantages, optical diagnostics also have limitations 

and should be carefully evaluated in practical applications. First, optical access is always 

a concern for the application of optical diagnostics in practice, since most engineering 

devices are operated in constrained spaces without or with limited optical access. Second, 

post processing of the raw data (such as 2D images) is typically required to obtain the 

target property, and the physics involved in the post processing is often not trivial. For 

example, interpretation of LIF signal usually requires a good knowledge on the modeling 

of LIF mechanism and a good estimate of the quenching rates [7, 8], which are difficult 

to obtain except in some simplified systems. Third, the cost of performing optical 

diagnostics is usually expensive, especially when high-energy laser(s), intensifier(s), and 

high-speed camera(s) are used in the experiment. Nevertheless, continued advancements 

in material optics, electronics, fiber technology, et al should facilitate the applications of 

optical diagnostics, and reduce the implementation difficulty and cost.  

Past efforts have developed a variety of optics diagnostic techniques to measure a 

range of key flows/combustion properties. Notable examples include Mie scattering [9, 

10], Rayleigh scattering [11], laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [12-14], Raman scattering 

[5, 15], particle imaging velocimetry [16], laser Doppler velocimetry [17], 

chemiluminescence [18, 19] and so on. These techniques are developed to measure 
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different flow/flame properties, and each of them typically provides optical performance 

under certain circumstances. For example, although Raman technique is an excellent 

choice to measure multiple major species in combustion [5], such as CH4, O2, H2O, CO2,

and N2, its weak signal level limits its usage in the measurement of minor species such as 

CH. As another example, PIV is a mature technique developed for measuring the velocity 

field in turbulent flows, but the seeding required in PIV may interfere with other 

measurements and therefore limits the application of PIV. To obtain complete 

information of turbulent flows and flames, multi-scalar and or multi-vector filed 

measurements are highly desired and intensive research efforts have been invested. For 

example, one of these efforts involves an implementation of simultaneous PIV and PLIF 

measurements in turbulent combustion [20, 21] to measure a combustion species 

distribution and velocity fields.  

Among all the diagnostics reviewed above, the primary diagnostic concepts 

involved in this dissertation are chemiluminescence and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). 

The following sections provides more details and in-depth discussion of these diagnostic 

concepts and motivate their extension to 3D measurements using tomographic 

chemiluminescence (TC) and volumetric laser-induced fluorescence (VLIF).   

3D tomographic chemiluminescence  

Diagnostics based on chemiluminescence uses the photons emitted from excited radicals 

generated by chemical reactions in flames, such as CH* and/or OH*. The nascent 

emission from these excited radicals provides the signal, therefore eliminating the need 

for laser illumination and simplifying the experimental setup. However, reliance on 

nascent flame emission causes ambiguities in the measurement spatial resolution because 
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the image formed on a camera is the result of line-of-sight integration. Past work has 

demonstrated that tomographic chemiluminescence (TC) represents an effective way of 

overcoming this limitation and enabling spatially-resolved flame front measurements 

based on chemiluminescence signal. The TC approach involves using multiple cameras to 

image the target flame from multiple orientations. The line-of-sight integrated emission 

images captured by these cameras (termed projections) are then used as inputs in a 

tomographic algorithm to reconstruct the 3D flame structures. In TC measurement, 

although the hardware implementation is relative simple, the post-processing of the 2D 

images and tomographic reconstruction is not trivial. 

        With the advancement of camera and computational algorithm, recent work has 

demonstrated the feasibility of using TC technique to conduct instantaneous 3D flame 

measurements [19, 22-26]. The measurements with temporal resolution above multi-kHz 

[27] and spatial resolution below millimeter, in a volume with dimension on the order of 

decimeter, have been demonstrated. These past efforts illustrate the advantages and 

capabilities of the TC technique and motivate further research [26]. One of the key 

research needs for the further development of the TC technique involves the validation of 

the 3D measurements (a research need shared also by other tomographic-based 3D 

diagnostics). Several methods have been developed and applied in these past research 

efforts for validation purposes, including numerical simulations based on phantoms [19, 

22, 24, 28], use of controlled flames with known patterns [19, 23, 29], and comparison 

between 3D results obtained experimentally and simulated results obtained via ray-

tracing [30, 31]. Further validation is always desired for the development of new 

diagnostic tools, and the validation method should ideally be as direct as possible.  
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Therefore, Chapter 2 of this dissertation describes an additional validation method by 

a direct comparison between the 3D TC measurements and 2D Mie scattering 

measurements. Specifically, measurements of flame topography were performed on 

several target flames by the TC and planar Mie scattering techniques simultaneously. The 

TC measurements provided 3D topography and the Mie scattering measurements 

provided a 2D cross-section of the 3D topography across the plane illuminated by the 

laser sheet. The 2D cross-sectional Mie measurements were then directly compared to the 

3D measurements at the illuminated plane for validation purposes. Such comparison is 

also expected to be useful beyond the validation of 3D measurements, because both 

chemiluminescence and Mie scattering techniques are extensively applied for flame 

visualization.  

3D laser induced fluorescence  

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) enables researchers to obtain a variety of key 

flow/combustion parameters, ranging from species concentration [7, 8, 32], temperature 

[33], reaction progress [34], and mixture fraction [35]. In the past, LIF-based diagnostics 

have been largely established for measurements at a point, alone a line, or across a plane 

via PLIF (planar LIF) [12]. Most practical flows are turbulent and therefore inherently 

three-dimensional (3D) in space and dynamic in time [5, 36]. Therefore, there is a strong 

motivation to extend LIF to instantaneous 3D measurements.  

Compared with the TC approach, LIF-based diagnostic method presents some key 

advantages. First, since the LIF signal is emitted from radicals excited by the laser, only 

the illuminated portion of the flow will be imaged. This allows an obvious advantage that 

one can only study the interested portion of the flow, such as the central plane of the 
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flow. Second, since the LIF signal is generated only when the laser pulse is on, the flow 

structure can be ‘frozen’ in a small period of time when the laser is on, effectively 

enhancing the temporal resolution of the measurements. Using LIF techniques, 

measurements time on the order of nanoseconds or shorter are routinely accomplished. 

Third, the LIF technique can be applied on either nascent radicals [37, 38] (such as CH, 

OH, CH2O), or seeded species [12, 14] (such as I2 molecule), and therefore enables 

measurements not only in reactive flows but also non-reacting flows. Because of these 

advantages, the second part of this dissertation studies LIF-based 3D optical diagnostics 

to overcome the limitations of chemiluminescence-based diagnostics as described above.  

Two different LIF-based methods for 3D optical diagnostics have been studied. The 

first strategy involves combining tomography with LIF [39-46]. In this method, 3D LIF 

signal is generated volumetrically by expanding the laser beam to fill a target volume 

(and correspondingly this approach is termed VLIF, volumetric LIF). The volumetric LIF 

signal is projected and measured by cameras placed at different locations, and these 

projections are then used as the inputs to a tomography algorithm to reconstruct the 3D 

distribution of the target species. Recently, a variety of demonstration work of VLIF has 

been reported under various circumstances, such as cold jet flow with seeded species [39, 

41], flame topography measurement based on nascent radicals (e.g. CH) [47, 48], soot 

volume fraction measurement [39] and so on. To date, therefore, the feasibility of VLIF 

technique has already been successfully demonstrated, with high temporal resolution [49] 

and spatial resolution in all directions [48]. However, the fundamental numerical model 

of VLIF, capabilities and limitations of VLIF technique [37], and the reliance of VLIF on 

laser slab thickness and pulse energy has not been studied yet. And it is the goal of this 
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dissertation to address some of these issues.  

The second possible strategy to enable 3D LIF involves a scanning PLIF method [50-

56]. With this approach, one scans the probe laser sheet rapidly across multiple spatial 

locations and then records PLIF images sequentially at these locations, which are 

eventually compiled to form a 3D measurement. A practical problem in this technique is 

that the scanning range of the laser sheet is limited, which restrict PLIF’s capability and 

applicability. Also, blurring can occur due to a variety of reasons which further 

deteriorate the resolution of the PLIF measurements, such as misalignment of the 

excitation laser sheet and the focal plane of the camera, mechanical vibration or 

movement of the experimental rig, and the also the scanning of the laser sheet to obtain 

PLIF measurements at multiple spatial locations [57, 58]. A straightforward and 

commonly practiced method to mitigate the blurring issue involves using a small aperture 

to increase the depth of field (DOF) of the imaging systems. This straightforward 

approach however is practiced at the cost of signal level, which approximately scales to 

the second power of the aperture [59]. Therefore, it is the goal of this dissertation to 

investigate an alternative strategy to expand the capabilities of scanning three-

dimensional LIF measurements.  To accomplish this goal, this dissertation developed a 

super-resolution LIF technique that can either improve the spatial resolution in a plane 

significantly, or to extend the measurement region significantly without blurring or loss 

of spatial resolution. 

Contributions and organization of the dissertation 

Based on the above understanding of past efforts and the research needs for 3D optical 
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diagnostics, the main contributions of this dissertation contributes to optical diagnostics 

can be summarized into the following three aspects:  

This work developed a measurement technique named 3D TC, applied it to measure 

flame topography of various lab-scale flames, and validated the measurements using 

direct Mie scattering measurement of a 2D slice of the 3D topography.   

This work developed and validated a novel 3D VLIF algorithm for flame topography 

measurement, enabling the capability to analyze VLIF performance in terms of signal 

level, size of the field of view in 3D, and accuracy.  

This work developed and demonstrated an effective SR-PLIF method to improve the 

spatial resolution or to extend the measurement volume of 3D diagnostics.  

This dissertation follows the manuscript format and the rest of this dissertation is 

divided into several self-contained chapters. Each subsequent chapter is a published paper 

or a manuscript submitted to a peer-reviewed journal. 

Chapter 2 is a published paper, entitled “3D flame topography obtained by 

tomographic chemiluminescence with direct comparison to planar Mie scattering 

measurement”. It is published in Applied Optics, 54 (2015) 2174-2182 [18]. This paper 

discusses the experimental validation of the 3D TC diagnostics using well controlled 

laboratory scale flames. The focus is to directly and quantitatively validate the TC result 

of flame topography by comparing it against simultaneous planar measurements obtained 

from Mie scattering technique. Since the Mie scattering signal is generated by a planar 

laser sheet, the comparison was performed by overlapping the Mie scattering image of 

the flame front on 2D reconstructed slices of TC. It can be concluded from the 

comparison that the accuracy of the TC technique on flame topography measurement was 
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on the order of millimeter. Because the TC method uses nascent emission of radicals 

(CH*) produced by combustion reactions if, it can only be applied in reacting flows. 

Moreover, the signal is emitted volumetrically from everywhere of the flame and 

currently there is no effective way to isolate the chemiluminescence from any particular 

region, prohibiting TC’s application to study an isolated part of interest. Since the entire 

flame has to be captured, the spatial resolution of the TC method is limited when the 

number of cameras are fixed. Therefore, the second part of this dissertation investigated a 

VLIF method to overcome these limitations of the TC technique.  

Chapter 3 is a published paper, entitled “Analysis of 3D combustion measurements using 

CH-based tomographic VLIF (volumetric laser induced fluorescence”. It is published in 

Combustion and Flame 182 (2017) 179-189. This paper presents an innovative VLIF 

algorithm based on the CH C2 +-- X2 (0,0) LIF transition. Although the model was 

based on CH transition, the results obtained should be also useful for other species. The 

accuracy of the 3D VLIF was validated by comparing the mean signal level of model 

simulation with experimental data and then examined further through a series of 

numerical simulations. In the VLIF method, the fluorescence signal is generated by a 

laser slab with a certain thickness (ranging from several millimeter to a few centimeters 

in this work) and is recorded by cameras from different perspectives. Then a VLIF 

tomographic reconstruction algorithm is applied to resolve the spatial distribution of the 

flame/flow structure. Compared with the TC technique, the VLIF technique can be 

applied on both reacting or non-reacting flows, and on any special region of interest in 

the flow (by shaping and aligning the excitation laser slab). Not only the distribution of 

the radical CH, but also many other species (such as CH2O) and temperature field can 
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also potentially be measured or inferred from the PLIF measurements.  This work also I 

identified one of the limitations of the VLIF technique: its limited spatial resolution in a 

given measurement volume (or vice versa, its limited measurement volume at a given 

level of spatial resolution) due to the limited views used in practice.  Therefore, the next 

part of this dissertation investigated methods to enhance the spatial resolution or the 

measurement volume of three-dimensional measurements. 

Chapter 4 is a manuscript under review, entitled “Super resolution PLIF 

demonstrated in turbulent jet flows seeded with I2”. The manuscript has been submitted 

to Optics and Laser Technology and is currently under review. This manuscript reports 

the development of a SR-PLIF method, and its demonstration on turbulent nitrogen jet 

flows seeded with I2 molecules. The SR-PLIF method uses PLIF images captured 

simultaneously from two (or more) orientations to reconstruct a final PLIF image with 

resolution enhanced or blurring removed. This method is useful in two ways for imaging 

diagnostics. First, it is useful when high resolution flow details in a particular plane is 

desired, while the high resolution in all three directions is difficult to achieve. Second, it 

is useful to extend the measurement volume of scanning 3D diagnostics. An issue with 

scanning 3D diagnostics is that when the laser sheet scans out of the focal-depth of the 

imaging system, the images become blurred. The SR-PLIF method can overcome this 

limitation and extends the measurement range of the 3D scanning techniques. Using 

controlled samples with two cameras, the spatial resolution in the best case was improved 

from 1.3 mm in the projections to 0.04 mm in the SR image, in terms of the spreading 

width of a sharp edge. With turbulent flows, an image sharpness measure was developed 

to quantify the spatial resolution, and SR reconstruction with two cameras can improve 
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the spatial resolution by ~2× compared to the projections in terms of the sharpness 

measure.  

 Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the dissertation and suggests several future 

research directions.   
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Chapter 2  3D flame topography obtained by tomographic 

chemiluminescence with direct comparison to planar Mie scattering 

measurement  

(Published on Applied Optics, 54 (2015) 2174-2182) 
Wenjiang Xu, A.J. Wickersham, Yue Wu, Fan He, Lin Ma

Abstract 

This work reports the measurements of 3D (three-dimensional) flame topography 

using tomographic chemiluminescence, and its validation by a direct comparison against 

planar Mie scattering measurements. Tomographic measurements of the 3D topography 

of various well-controlled laboratory flames were performed using projections measured 

by seven cameras, and a simultaneous Mie scattering measurement was performed to 

measure a 2D cross-section of the 3D flame topography. The tomographic measurements 

were based on chemiluminescence emissions from the flame, and the Mie scattering 

measurements based on micron-size oil droplets seeded into the flow. The flame 

topography derived from the 3D tomographic and the Mie scattering measurement were 

then directly compared. The results show that the flame topography obtained from 

tomographic chemiluminescence and the Mie measurement agreed qualitatively (i.e., 

both methods yielded the same profile of the flame fronts), but quantitative difference on 

the order of millimeter was observed between these two methods. These results are 

expected to be useful both for understanding the capabilities and limitations of both the 

3D tomographic technique and the Mie scattering technique in combustion diagnostics.  
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Introduction 

Turbulent premixed flames represent both a significant and scientific problem with 

many practical applications. Scientifically, many open questions still exist in our 

understanding of the governing processes of such flames, and a better understanding of 

these processes forms the cornerstone to construct and improve a wide range of practical 

power and propulsion devices [1]. The characteristics of flame fronts hold a pivotal 

position in the study of premixed turbulent flames, and some of the key characteristics 

include the location and curvature of the flame front, flame surface density, and flame 

brush thickness. As a result, extensive research efforts have been invested to 

experimentally measure these characteristics in various premixed turbulent flames [2-7]. 

These past efforts can be broadly divided into three categories based on how the flame 

front is defined and corresponding experimental technique used. In the first category, the 

flame front is imaged via planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) based on a flame 

radical such as OH or CH [2, 6]. These intermediate flame radicals serve as a marker for 

the boundary between burnt and unburnt gases, and therefore images of their distribution 

(obtained via PLIF) can be used to infer structure of the flame fronts. In the second 

category, the flame front is imaged via planar Mie scattering from small droplets 

(typically micron-sized oil droplets) seeded in the air/fuel mixture [4, 5]. Under well-

designed conditions, the seeded droplets evaporate immediately before they enter the 

flame front. Therefore, the distribution of the seeded droplets (imaged via Mie scattering) 

can also be used to infer the boundary between burnt and unburnt gases and thus the 

structure of the flame front. In the third category, the flame front is imaged via 

chemiluminescence emissions from flame radicals such as CH* and OH* [8-10]. Similar 
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to the CH and OH radicals used in the PLIF approach, these chemiluminescence species 

can also serve as a marker for the flame front and measurements of their distribution can 

be used to infer characteristics of the flame front. 

All three categories of techniques have been extensively studied and applied in the 

past, and their capabilities and limitations relatively well understood. A limitation 

common to all three approaches is that they only provide 1D or 2D measurements, while 

the flame front structure is inherently 3D for turbulent flames. Active research efforts are 

currently ongoing to investigate the extension to 3D measurements of all three 

approaches. This work focuses on techniques in the second and third category, more 

specifically, on the extension of the chemiluminescence technique for 3D measurements 

with direction comparison against Mie scattering measurements.  

With the advancement of camera and computational technologies, recent work has 

demonstrated the feasibility of combining chemiluminescence with tomography, referred 

to as tomographic chemiluminescence (TC) here, to obtain instantaneous 3D flame 

measurements [7, 11-15]. The TC technique employs multiple cameras to obtain 2D 

projection measurements of the target flame from different perspectives. Using the 

measured projections as inputs, a tomographic inversion is then performed to obtain the 

3D flame structure. Past efforts have demonstrated the ability of the technique to obtain 

instantaneous 3D flame measurements with temporal resolution above multi-kHz (20 kHz 

measurements have been demonstrated recently with intensified cameras [16]), spatial 

resolution below millimeter, in a volume with dimension on the order of decimeter. 

These past results illustrate the advantages and capabilities of the TC technique and 

motivate further research [14]. One of the key research needs for the further development 
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of the TC technique involves the validation of the 3D measurements (a research need 

shared also by other tomographic-based 3D diagnostics). Several methods have been 

developed and applied in these past research efforts for validation purposes, including 

numerical simulations based on phantoms [7, 12, 15, 17], use of controlled flames with 

known patterns [11, 15, 18], and comparison between 3D results obtained experimentally 

and simulated results obtained via ray-tracing [19, 20]. Further validation is always 

desired for the development of new diagnostic tools, and the validation method should 

ideally be as direct as possible.  

Therefore, this work describes an additional validation method by a direct comparison 

between the 3D TC measurements and 2D Mie scattering measurements. Note that the 

Mie scattering method itself can be extended to 3D measurements as well either by 

combining with tomography also [16, 21, 22] or by a rapid scanning of  the illumination 

laser sheet [23]. However, the goal of this work is to use the Mie scattering technique to 

provide a validation for the 3D TC technique, and therefore the Mie scattering technique 

was applied in its well-established planar fashion. Specifically, measurements of flame 

topography were performed on several target flames by the TC and planar Mie scattering 

techniques simultaneously. The TC measurements provided 3D topography and the Mie 

scattering measurements provided a 2D cross-section of the 3D topography across the 

plane illuminated by the laser sheet. The 2D cross-sectional Mie measurements were then 

directly compared to the 3D measurements at the illuminated plane for validation 

purposes. Such comparison is also expected to be useful beyond the validation of 3D 

measurements, because both chemiluminescence and Mie scattering techniques are 

extensively applied for flame visualization. Some comparative results reported in this 
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work should elucidate several aspects of the general use of chemiluminescence and Mie 

scattering techniques. Due to the validation nature of this work, the experiments were 

performed on relatively simple flames, however both the chemiluminescence and Mie 

scattering techniques can be applied to more complicated turbulent flames, and both their 

applications and limitations have been discussed in more details elsewhere [4, 5]. 

Experimental Setup 

The schematic of the experimental arrangement used in this work is shown in Fig. 

2-1. A total of eight cameras were used in the setup as shown: seven CMOS cameras 

(Photron SA4s and SA6s) for the TC measurements and one CCD camera (Andor 

SensiCam) for the Mie scattering measurements. The Mie measurements were based on 

the scattering from micron-sized droplets of olive oil (with mean diameter around 2 m) 

seeded in the fuel/air mixture. The oil droplets were illuminated by a thin laser sheet with 

a thickness of ~3 mm generated from a 10 Hz Nd:YAG pulse laser (at a wavelength of 

532 nm and with a pulse width of ~ 8 ns). Due to limitation of the 10 Hz repetition rate of 

the laser, both the Mie scattering and TC measurements were performed at 10 Hz in this 

work. More specifically, both the CCD and CMOS cameras were synchronized with the 

laser at a frame rate of 10 Hz. An exposure time of 1 ms was used for all cameras. The 

measurement duration of the Mie scattering measurements was defined by the pulse 

width of the illumination laser (~ 8 ns), not by the exposure time of the CCD camera. The 

measurement duration for the TC measurements was defined by the exposure time of the 

CMOS cameras, and 1 ms was short enough to freeze the motion of the flames used in 

this work. The flames used in this work were tested to be stable (within our detection ion 

limit) for at least a few seconds, a time frame much longer than the actual measurement 
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respectively. These flames were designed to compare the TC and Mie scattering 

measurements under several different representative conditions. Based on the 

configuration of the laser sheet and burner, the following Cartesian coordinate system 

was established to facilitate the discussion: the origin was defined at the center of the 

burner, the X axis was defined along the direction of the illuminating laser sheet (which 

was aligned to pass through the center of the burner), and the Z axis was defined to be 

along the direction of the flow.  

The oil droplets were generated by an aerosol generator using a Laskin nozzle 

(TSI Droplet Generator 9307). The requirements for the oil droplets to serve as marker of 

the flame front have been well understood from past efforts [3-5, 24]. These requirements 

include: 1) the seeded droplets need to be small enough to faithfully follow the velocity 

fluctuations and evaporate in a short time compared to the time it takes for them to pass 

through the flame front, and 2) the seeded droplets must not significantly alter the flame 

physics or chemistry. The first requirement is typically met with droplet diameter smaller 

than ~ 5 m, and the second one met with seeding a small amount of oil relative to the 

fuel/air mixture, typically on the order of 0.01% by mass fraction [4]. Both requirements 

were met in this work by choosing the proper combination of operation conditions for the 

aerosol generator and the burners.  

Prior to any flame measurement, the location and orientation of all the cameras 

were calibrated using a view registration procedure as detailed in [18, 25]. A calibration 

target with known chessboard pattern was placed on top of the burner and one of its 

calibrating surfaces aligned in the same plane as the illuminating laser sheet. Images of 

the calibration target were then captured by all the cameras, and the chessboard pattern 
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was magnified and distorted to different degrees on each camera. Such differences 

depend on the relative orientation and location of the cameras to the calibration target, 

and were analyzed using a view registration program to determine the orientation and 

location of each camera. The orientations of the cameras determined by the view 

registration procedure were 90° for the CCD camera, and 220.22°, 269.25°, 304.16°, 

34.68°, 64.99°, 113.26°, and 146.91° for the CMOS cameras 1 through 7, respectively. 

Note that the second CMOS camera and the CCD camera were intentionally aligned to be 

opposite of each other to facilitate the comparison of the measurements for these two 

cameras.   

2D comparison and analysis  

This section first analyzes the results in 2D by comparing the planar Mie images 

against the line-of-sight integrated chemiluminescence measurements taken from an 

opposite direction. The goal of the analysis reported in this section is to establish a 

baseline of the differences between the Mie and chemiluminescence techniques to 

prepare for the analysis in 3D. 

Fig. 2-2A and Fig. 2-2B show a set of flame images captured by the Mie 

scattering technique on the CCD camera and the chemiluminescence technique on CMOS 

camera 2, respectively.  The pixel resolution for the results shown here is 400×400, with 

each pixel corresponding to a physical dimension of 20 microns. Note that images shown 

in Fig. 2-2A and Fig. 2-2B are mirror images of each other due to the way these cameras 

were aligned as shown in Fig. 2-1. The flame in this case was a premixed CH4/air flame 

generated by a circular jet with a diameter of 12 mm. The flame has an approximate cone 

shape with an overall height of about 25mm as shown. The bright region seen in Fig. 
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D) Flame front derived from the chemiluminescence image.  

Based on the flame fronts shown in Fig. 2-2C and Fig. 2-2D, the location of the 

flame front can be digitized as shown in Fig. 2-3A. Fig. 2-3A clearly illustrates the 

similarities and differences of the flame fronts measured (or defined) by the Mie and 

chemiluminescence techniques. Both techniques captured the same profile of the cone-

shaped flame qualitatively, but not quantitatively. To quantify the discrepancy, Fig. 2-3B 

shows the differences of the location of the flame front along the local norm on the flame 

front (denoted as ) measured by both techniques.The discrepancy seen here is both due 

to the fundamental differences in how the flame front is defined and also practical 

implementation issues. The flame front is defined by the temperature profile in the pre-

heat zone in the Mie scattering technique, and by the intensity of chemical reactions in 

the chemiluminescence technique in contrast [4, 26]. As a result, the flame front 

measured by the chemiluminescence technique (even when the inner edge was used here) 

was observed to be further away from the reactants compared to that measured by the 

Mie scattering technique as seen in Fig. 2-3A. The difference was within a range of 0.8 to 

1.6 mm for this particular flame, with an arithmetic average of 1.25 mm. 

Similar to Fig. 2-2 and Fig. 2-3, Fig. 2-4 and Fig. 2-5 compare the Mie scattering 

and chemiluminescence measurements for a C3H8/O2 flame. The flame was generated 

with the same burner used in Fig. 2-2 and Fig. 2-3. However, due to the Lewis number 

effects [26], the C3H8/O2 flame features an open tip in contrast to the closed tip seen in 

the CH4/air flame discussed above. Fig. 2-4A and Fig. 2-4B show the Mie scattering and 

chemiluminescence images, and Fig. 2-4C and Fig. 2-4D show the corresponding flame 

fronts derived from these images. As mentioned earlier, these flames were designed to 

examine the accuracy of the Mie and TC techniques under different representative 
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knowledge about the symmetry (or the lack of symmetry) was assumed in the 

tomographic reconstruction in this work (neither in this particular measurement nor in the 

other measurements discussed). The tomographic reconstruction consisted of three steps. 

In the first step, the measured projections were cropped to reduce computational cost and 

memory requirements. Dark regions with no signal corresponded to regions with no 

flame, and these regions were cropped from the raw chemiluminescence images. For 

instance, the projection measurement shown in Fig. 2-6B is an image after cropping, and 

this cropped image had a pixel resolution of 350×300. In the second step, a measurement 

volume was defined to encompass the entire flame, and the measurement volume was 

discretized into Cartesian voxels. For instance, a measurement volume of 20×20×20 mm 

was defined for the flame shown here, and this volume was discretized into 64×64×64 

voxels (approximately 2.6×105 voxels), resulting in a nominal spatial resolution of 0.32 

mm in all three directions.  
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definitions of the flame front on which the Mie and TC techniques are based as discussed 

in Section 3, 2) the uncertainty in the 3D TC measurements, and 3) experimental 

uncertainties associated with both the Mie and TC measurements. It is difficult to isolate 

these factors experimentally. However, the discrepancy seen on Fig. 2-7B is in the same 

range as that seen on Fig. 2-3B, providing a direct validation of the 3D measurements 

within the experimental uncertainty of established 2D measurements.  

Fig. 2-8 to Fig. 2-13 show another three sets of similar results obtained on three 

different flames. More specifically, Fig. 2-8 and Fig. 2-9 show the results obtained on 

another closed-tip CH4 flame. Compared to the simple cone-shaped flame used in Fig. 

2-6 and Fig. 2-7, this flame had a more complicated V-shape created by placing a 

tungsten rod at the exit of the jet. Fig. 2-8A shows a 3D rendering of the topography of 

the V-shaped flame measured by the TC technique. The projection measurement taken by 

camera 2 is shown in Fig. 2-8B, which was in agreement with the simulated projection 

shown in Fig. 2-8C (again simulated by the ray-tracing program based on the 3D 

reconstruction shown in Fig. 2-8A). Fig. 2-8D shows the comparison between the 3D 

tomographic reconstruction and the Mie measurements across the central plane of the 

flame (i.e., the plane with y=0 mm). Similar to the cone flame studied above, edge 

detection was performed on Fig. 2-8D to extract the flame front positions. Fig. 2-9A 

shows such positions of the flame fronts, and Fig. 2-9B shows the difference between 

such two fronts. Because of the V-shape of the flame, the differences in Fig. 2-9B appear 

in two branches. The arithmetic average for the difference shown here is 0.84 mm. 

Fig. 2-10 and Fig. 2-11 show the results obtained on an open-tip C3H8/air flame. 

Fig. 2-10A shows a 3D rendering of the topography of the open tip C3H8/air cone flame 
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measured by the TC technique. Note that the open-tip is not apparent in Fig. 2-10A only 

due to the visual limitation of the software we used for 3D rendering. The open-tip 

feature was captured accurately by the 3D reconstruction, as seen clearly from the cross-

sectional view of the 3D reconstruction shown in Fig. 2-10D. Fig. 2-10B and Fig. 2-10C 

again compare the measured and simulated projections, and Fig. 2-10D the TC and Mie 

measurements at the central plane. Fig. 2-11 compares the edges of the flame detected by 

the TC and Mie techniques. The arithmetic average of the difference shown in Fig. 2-11B 

is 1.2 mm. 

Lastly, Fig. 2-12 and Fig. 2-13 show the results obtained on an open-tip C3H8/air 

jet flame with a tungsten rod placed at the jet exit. In this case, the flame consisted of four 

separate sections, due to the open-tip feature and the V-shaped arrangement. Fig. 2-12A 

shows the 3D reconstruction, Fig. 2-12B shows the cross-sectional views of the 

reconstruction from several perspectives for better visualization, and Fig. 2-12C and Fig. 

2-12D compares the measured and simulated projections, respectively. Fig. 2-13A 

compares the TC and Mie measurements across the central plane, Fig. 2-13B compares 

the flame edges extracted, and Fig. 2-13C the differences in the flame edges. The 

arithmetic average of the difference shown here is 1.2 mm. A detailed illustration of the 

3D reconstruction of this flame in Fig. 2-12A (Media) is included in the accompanying 

video by showing its 3600 rotation view. 
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differentiate open-tip flames from closed-tip flames. Lastly, these comparisons also 

illustrate the limitation of 2D diagnostics and motivate the needs for 3D diagnostics to 

resolve complicated flows and flames. For example, the Mie scattering technique 

measures a planar cross-section of the 3D flame topography, and is therefore dependent 

on the orientation of the measurement. In this work, the particular orientation has been 

chosen to be one that can provide the most well defined quantities (e.g., thickness of the 

flame) and has been assumed to be known a priori, which is not usually the case in 

practice.

Summary and conclusion 

In summary, this work focused on the measurements of 3D flame topography 

using two techniques: tomographic chemiluminescence (TC) and planar Mie scattering. 

The 3D flame front measured by the TC technique was directly compared against that 

measured by the planar Mie scattering technique. The TC measurements were 

implemented with a total of 7 CMOS cameras, providing projections from 7 views as 

inputs to the subsequent 3D tomographic reconstruction. The planar Mie scattering 

measurements were implemented simultaneously with a CCD camera based on micron 

oil droplets seeded in the flow. 

The measurements were first analyzed in 2D for a simple cone flame to establish 

a baseline of their differences. The results show that the flame topography obtained from 

chemiluminescence and Mie measurements agreed qualitatively (in terms of the overall 

profile of the flame edges), but not quantitatively. For the flames used in this work, a 

difference on the order of 1 mm was observed between these two methods. Then, 3D 
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measurements obtained from the TC technique were compared to the planar Mie 

technique. Various control flames were designed to compare these two techniques, 

including simple cone flames with a single flame front and flames with multiple branches 

and fronts. Comparison under all cases show a consistent agreement between the flame 

edges extracted from the 3D TC technique and the planar Mie technique. The agreement 

was consistently about 1 mm, which was within the baseline established by the 2D 

analysis. These results are expected to be useful for both validating the 3D TC technique, 

and also for understanding the capabilities and limitations of chemiluminescence and Mie 

scattering as combustion diagnostics.  
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Chapter 3 Analysis of 3D combustion measurements using CH-based 

tomographic VLIF (volumetric laser induced fluorescence) 

(Published on Combustion and Flame, 182 (2017) 179-189) 

Wenjiang Xu, Campbell D. Carter, Stephen Hammack, Lin Ma

Abstract

Recent results have experimentally demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining 3D 

(three-dimensional) combustion measurements using tomographic VLIF (volumetric 

laser-induced fluorescence), specifically of the CH radical, representing the flame 

surface. To elucidate the fundamental capabilities and limitations of the VLIF technique, 

this work reports an analysis of its performance in terms of signal level, size of the field 

of view (FOV) in 3D, and accuracy. Compared to the established PLIF (planar LIF) 

technique that uses a thin laser sheet to excite the target species in a plane, the VLIF 

technique uses a thick laser slab to excite the target species in a volume. As a result, the 

VLIF technique involves more performance metrics compared to PLIF, and the 

relationship between these metrics is also different from that in the PLIF technique. 

Therefore, both experimental and computational studies were conducted to analyze the 

performance metrics of VLIF. First, experiments were conducted on well-controlled 

flames to examine the relationship among excitation energy, signal level, and FOV in 3D. 

Second, based on these experimental data, numerical simulations were performed to 

benchmark the VLIF technique under a range of conditions. These results illustrate the 

relationship among signal level, 3D FOV, and accuracy and are expected to be valuable 

for the optimal design of the VLIF technique.  
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Keywords: Volumetric laser induced fluorescence, tomography 

 Introduction 

The combustion diagnostic tool laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) enables researchers 

to obtain a variety of key flow and combustion parameters, ranging from species 

concentration [1-3], temperature [4], reaction progress [5], and mixture fraction [6]. In 

the past, LIF-based diagnostics have been largely established for measurements at a 

point, alone a line, or across a plane via PLIF (planar LIF) [7]. Most practical flows are 

turbulent and therefore inherently three-dimensional (3D) in space and dynamic in time 

[8, 9]. Therefore, there is a strong motivation to extend LIF to instantaneous 3D 

measurements. One possible strategy to enable 3D LIF involves a scanning PLIF method

[10-16]. With this approach, one scans the probe laser sheet rapidly across multiple 

spatial locations and then records PLIF images sequentially at these locations, which are 

eventually compiled to form a 3D measurement. Another possible strategy involves 

combining tomography with LIF [17-24]. Here, 3D LIF measurements are obtained 

volumetrically—by expanding the laser beam to fill a target volume—without the need of 

scanning (and correspondingly this approach is termed VLIF, volumetric LIF). The 

volumetric LIF signal is projected and measured by cameras placed at different locations, 

and these projections are then used as the inputs to a tomography algorithm to reconstruct 

the 3D distribution of the target species. 

The key performance metrics of LIF include signal level (directly related to 

measurement accuracy), size of the field of view (FOV), and spatial resolution. These 

performance metrics and their relationship have been examined and are well understood 
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Two premixed CH4-air burners were used in this work to produce premixed laminar 

and turbulent flames. The laminar burner consisted of a straight tube (5 mm ID) to 

generate a premixed Bunsen cone flame, an annular laminar pilot flame (18 mm ID) to 

anchor the central premixed flame, and an air co-flow (150 mm ID) to improve stability.  

The central burner operated on premixed CH4 (chemically pure) and dry air at an 

equivalence ratio of 1.07 and a total flowrate of ~4.2 SLPM (standard liters per minute, 

referenced to 273 K). The turbulent burner was a rectangular Bunsen burner [28-31], with 

a width of 25.4 mm and a length of 50.8 mm. Two pilot flames were maintained at each 

side of the slot to anchor the turbulent flame and were operated near stoichiometric with a 

bulk velocity of about 0.37 m/s. The central turbulent burner was operated at an 

equivalence ratio of 1.07 and a total flowrate of ~500 SLPM, corresponding to a bulk 

velocity of ~8.5 m/s.  This burner generated a turbulent flame with a height of about 150 

mm. A turbulence-generating grid was installed in the central part to wrinkle the target 

flame, and the turbulent Reynolds number based on the integral scale was measured (by 

hot wire anemometry) to be 2,400 in the central region of the burner. 

A dye laser system was used to generate the excitation pulses as shown in Figure 

3-1(a). The pump laser was a 10-Hz Nd:YAG laser (Spectra- Physics GCR-170), whose 

output at 532 nm was used to pump a dye laser (Lumonics HD300 dye laser) employing a 

solution of DCM (Exciton) in methanol, producing a dye laser beam near 629 nm. The 

output from the dye laser was frequency doubled by an Inrad Autotracker III to generate 

the excitation pulses at the target wavelength of 314.415 nm. This wavelength was 
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chosen following the work described in ref. [32] to excite the overlapped Q2(6) and Q2(2) 

transitions from the CH C2 + -- X2  ( v’’ 0, v’ 0) band. The maximum pulse energy 

generated by this dye laser system was 13 mJ/pulse, the pulse duration 7 ns, and the 

linewidth ~0.1 cm-1. A set of lenses were used to expand and shape the laser beam into a 

thick laser slab for the VLIF measurements. More specifically, the lenses used included a 

spherical concave lens with a focal length of -0.1 m, followed by a spherical convex lens 

with a focal length of 1 m. As a result, the 314.4-nm laser beam, with an initial diameter 

of ~2×5 mm, was expanded to a laser slab with thickness around 20 mm and height 

around 50 mm. Calibrated neutral density (ND) filters were used to adjust the delivered 

excitation energy in the VLIF measurements described below. A pair of knife edges 

clipped the excitation beam to control the thickness of the laser slab; the position of these 

knife edges, and thus the thickness of the laser slab, was adjustable. The intensity 

distribution of the resultant laser slab was measured at the probe region via a custom UV 

beam profiler, and the intensity distribution for a slab thickness of 15 mm is shown in 

Figure 3-1(b). 

Based on the configuration of the burner and optical path, a Cartesian coordinate 

system was established such that the origin was defined at the center of the burner, the X 

axis was defined along the propagation direction of the laser, the Y axis was defined to be 

perpendicular to the propagation direction of the laser, and the Z axis was defined to be 

along the direction of the flow. The imaging system used to capture the VLIF signals 

included a total of five intensified cameras, as shown in Figure 3-1(a). Cameras 1, 3, and 

5 were Photron model SA-Zs, and camera 4 was a Photron model SA-5, all equipped 

with the same intensifier (LaVision high speed IRO). Camera 2 was a PI-Max intensified 
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camera (Princeton Instruments). All cameras were aligned in the X–Y plane (i.e., in a 

coplanar fashion), and therefore their orientations were completely specified by ,

defined as the angle formed between the optical axis of each camera and the positive X 

axis in the anti-clockwise direction. All five cameras were equipped with the same UV 

lens (Cerco with f = 100 mm and f/2.8). A close-up lens (UV coated) was placed in front 

of the UV lens on each camera (with f = 200 mm, 300 mm, 200 mm, 250 mm, and 250 

mm for cameras 1 through 5, respectively) to optimize the field of view and signal level. 

All lenses were fitted with a Schott UG-5 filter; furthermore, all cameras and intensifiers 

were synchronized with the laser at a frame rate of 10 Hz with an intensifier gate time of 

100 ns. The models of cameras, lenses, and corresponding parameters were taken into 

consideration in the reconstruction. Prior to any measurement, a calibration target was 

placed on the burner to determine the orientation and location of the cameras with a view 

registration program [33]. The angular orientations of cameras 1 through 5 were found to 

be 236°, 270°, 307°, 52°, and 114°, respectively, with uncertainly of ±0.5° [33].  
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measured from the turbulent flame. The current setup can only capture a FOV of 50 mm 

in the height direction, about one-third of the flame height of the turbulent flame. Figure 

3-2(b) shows the measurements made 50 mm above the burner surface in the turbulent 

flame. These projections had a pixel resolution of 1024×1024. The data shown in Figure 

3-2 serve as inputs into the model to be described in the following section for further 

analysis. 

Model Development 

This section describes the development of an approximate numerical model (relating 

fluorescence signal to various critical parameters) to enable analysis of the VLIF 

experimental data, such as those shown in Figure 3-3. The model includes two 

components, a model of the CH LIF signal and the tomographic algorithm. Although the 

analysis here is based on CH C-X transition, the model and some of the conclusions can 

be extended to VLIF measurements based on other species. In general the LIF signal 

(NLIF) received by a given pixel over time t from an elemental volume ( V) can be 

expressed as  

0

( )
4

f
LIF i iiV

N AN dtdV      (1) 

where f  is the fluorescence detector efficiency and gain (counts or volts per incident 

photon),  is the solid angle formed by the voxel relative to the given pixel (equivalently 

the collection fraction of the voxel relative to the pixel), Ai is the fluorescence rate (1/s) 

for state i, and Ni is the number density (cm-3) for radiating or excited state i.  For a 

simple two-level model, the time-dependent number densities are given by (where 

subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the ground and excited states, respectively, and NCH is the CH 
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number density) 

2
12 1 21 2 21 2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )dN t W N t W N t Q A N t
dt

                (2) 

and 

   (3)                 

where W12 and W21 are the respective rates for absorption and stimulated emission, Q is 

the excited-state quenching rate (in this case the sum of electronic quenching and 

predissociation rates), and A21 the spontaneous emission rate. The Wij are related to the 

spectral laser irradiance (Iv) as such:  Wij = Iv Bij g/c, where Bij is the Einstein B 

coefficient, g the laser-transition overlap factor, and c the speed of light.  In this work the 

rate equation for N2 is solved and then N2 is integrated in time for the total number of 

photons. This approach is superior to that using the steady-state equation because at high 

values of Iv, the temporal wings of the laser pulse contribute a linear portion to NLIF, but 

the reader is cautioned that the assumption of a two-level system will necessarily limit the 

accuracy of the NLIF model when transition saturation effects are strong. In the following 

text elaborating the VLIF model development, we use steady state solution to illustrate 

the role of key parameters for simplicity. At steady state one can derive the familiar form 

[25-27], 

12 21

2112 21

12 21

[ ]( )4 1
( )( )

f
LIF CH

v

B AN V t NA Q cB B
B B I g

         (4)                 

where the Einstein coefficients are adopted from LIFBASE [34], with B12 and B21 = 

8.5×1018 m3J-1s-2, and A21 = 9.04×106 s-1, while the overlap factor g is estimated to be 

0.24 based on the laser linewidth (0.1 cm-1) and the estimated transition linewidth. The 
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quenching rate is assumed to be constant, since CH radicals exist in a thin zone near 

flame front, and equal to 1×109 s-1; considering the lack of CH quenching rate data [35, 

36], the quenching rate of CH is assumed to be similar to that for A-state OH.  

 The above equation describes the LIF signal that is received by a given pixel from one 

voxel in the measurement region. Then the ultimate VLIF signal received by a given 

pixel is obtained by integration over the entire measurement region, shown in Eq. (5) 

below as a summation when the measurement region is discretized in a series of voxels:  

, ,

( , , ; , , )
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )

4
i i i

f i i i
i i i CH i i i

x y z

x y z r
P r V I x y z N x y z             (5) 

where P(r, ,  represents the VLIF signal received by a pixel on a camera, whose 

location and orientation are specified by its distance to the origin (r), azimuth angle ( ),

and inclination angle ( ); and (xi, yi, zi) the spatial coordinates of the ith voxel. Eq. (5) 

essentially states that the VLIF signal on a given pixel is a summation of the LIF photons 

contributed from all voxels in the measurement region. Here I denotes the terms within 

the bracket in Eq. (4), and it depends solely on the irradiance of the excitation pulse when 

Q is a constant. As a result, the spatial dependence of I is determined by the spatial 

distribution of the excitation pulse (as shown in Fig. 1b). Furthermore, absorption of the 

laser pulse by CH is negligible, due to the fact that CH radicals only exist in a thin layer 

near the flame front at low concentration (of order 10 ppm); likewise, fluorescence 

trapping is also negligible. Therefore, under this formulation, the VLIF signal depends on 

the concentration of the target species (i.e., NCH in this work) linearly. Note that under 

cases where significant absorption or fluorescence trapping occurs, I also depends on the 

distribution of the target species, making the LIF problem nonlinear, and in this case the 

VLIF problem would need to be modeled and solved differently [19, 37].  
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One major difference and complication of VLIF compared to PLIF involves the spatial 

variation of , which, as emphasized in Eq. (5), depends on the location and orientation 

of the camera (r ), and also the location of the voxel (xi, yi, zi). In PLIF 

measurements, such spatial variation is typically small and ignored, due to the relatively 

small thickness of the laser sheet and the fact that only one camera is used at a normal 

angle. In VLIF measurements, however, such spatial variation becomes significant and 

needs to be considered. Note that such spatial variation of  is equivalent to the concept 

of the point spread function (PSF) [38]. In this work  is computed with a combination 

of a Monte Carlo and ray tracing technique, as detailed in refs. [32, 39]. After obtaining 

, Eq. (5) can either be used to calculate the signal of VLIF measurements with given 

NCH (the so-called forward problem) or solved to obtain the 3D reconstruction of NCH

with given projections (the so-called inverse problem), as will be discussed in the 

following section. 

   

Assessment of VLIF signal level 

In this section our model is applied to study the forward problem, more specifically, 

the dependence of the signal level on excitation pulse energy and dimension of the 

measurement volume. Before doing so, the accuracy and validity of the model was 

examined through comparison to controlled experiments as shown in Figure 3-3. First, 

the excitation irradiance was varied with a fixed volume (3a), and then measurement 
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volume (3b) was varied with a fixed excitation irradiance.  

More specifically, Figure 3-3(a) shows the projections measured by one camera 

(camera 2) sequentially on a laminar cone flame under increasing excitation pulse 

energies with the laser slab thickness fixed at 10 mm. These measurements were designed 

to study the VLIF signal level produced within a fixed measurement volume but varying 

excitation pulse energy (or spectral irradiance). As can be seen in Figure 3-3(a), the VLIF 

signal level gradually increases from left to right, corresponding to respective excitation 

pulse energy of about 0.06, 0.18, 0.3, 0.6, 1.8, 3.0, and 6.0 mJ (controlled via the ND 

filters). Note that the leftmost image shows 3× of the actual signal level, just to make the 

image visible using the same color scale as employed with the other images. Figure 

3-3(b) shows the projections measured sequentially on the same camera with increasing 

laser slab thicknesses (controlled by adjusting the positions of the knife edges) but fixed 

excitation irradiance. The measurement volume was adjusted by moving the knife edges, 

and the excitation irradiance was fixed by keeping the laser output constant at 6 mJ/pulse 

(with no ND filter used). Note that for this measurement, the actual laser energy used to 

illuminate the flame varied, since the fraction of the total energy transmitted by the knife 

edges varied; as the spatial distribution of laser energy was relatively uniform (resulting 

from the “over expansion” of the 314.4-nm beam relative to the knife-edge aperture, as 

indicated in Fig. 1), the laser irradiance was nearly constant, independent of the slab 

thickness. Here, the thickness of the measurement volume/slab increased from 1 mm for 

the leftmost image to 7 mm (rightmost image) with an increment of 1 mm. Note that the 

measurement volume expanded from one edge of the flame to the other edge (i.e., it did 

not expand symmetrically from the center of the flame), which is best illustrated by the 
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After the comparison and validation of the VLIF model against two controlled 

experiments, it was applied to predict the capabilities and limitations of VLIF signal over 

a range of parameters as shown in Figure 3-6. First, the dashed lines in Figure 3-6 show 

the VLIF signal increases with respect to irradiance at three laser slab thicknesses (0.4 

mm, 10 mm, and 30 mm, respectively). The result corresponding to a slab thickness of 

0.4 mm corresponds approximately to that for PLIF. The VLIF signal again varies in a 

fashion similar to the PLIF signal, displaying distinctly linear, intermediate, and 

saturation regimes. Also note that at constant irradiance, the VLIF signal increases with 

respect to laser slab thickness due to the integrating effects as noted vis-à-vis Figure 3-5. 

The phantom flame used in the simulations shown here in Figure 3-6 was set to be large 

enough so the laser slab never exceeded the flame dimension (whereas the laser slab 

thickness exceeded the flame after 5 mm as shown in Figure 5).  

In addition, the three solid lines show the VLIF signal at three constant excitations 

pulse energies (EP = 0.1, 1, and 10 mJ) with varying laser slab thicknesses. Note that 

these calculations were made under the assumption that the same amount of excitation 

energy was used and distributed within a varying slab thickness, hence resulting in 

varying spectral irradiance. This assumption was made to simulate experimental 

performance under an ideal condition where the laser pulse energy available (either 0.1, 

1, or 10 mJ) can always be used for the VLIF measurement at different slab thicknesses 

(for example, by applying different optics to focus all the laser pulse energy into a slab 

with the desired thickness). Such assumption is only partially valid due to practical 

limitations, such as the difficulty of focusing the laser pulse energy into an ideal slab with 
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various thicknesses, and therefore the results shown here represent an estimation of the 

VLIF signal with an optimal use of the pulse energy available. Under the current 

scenario, one might expect the signal level to decrease as laser slab thickens because the 

laser irradiance decreases. However, as seen, the signal level actually remains almost 

constant in the linear regime (see the line corresponding to EP = 0.1 mJ) and first 

increases then decreases in the intermediate or saturation regime (see the lines 

corresponding to EP = 1 and 10 mJ). The signal remains almost constant in the linear 

regime because 1) the signal emitted per volume (i.e., NLIF) decreases linearly with 

respect to slab thickness, 2) the integrating volume increases linearly with respect to slab 

thickness, and 3) the above two effects offset each other. In the intermediate and 

saturation regime, however, the signal first increases because NLIF decreases sub-linearly 

with respect to slab thickness while the integrating volume increases linearly, resulting in 

a net increase in signal level. The subsequent decrease in signal level as the laser slab 

further expands is caused by the change in . As discussed in Section 3, under a given 

set of imaging optics (set to be the same as those used in the experiments in these 

simulations), varies from voxel to voxel, and this variation plays a role in the overall 

signal level. When the laser slab thickness varies in a relatively narrow range, the 

variation in  is relatively small, and the change in signal level is dominated by NLIF and 

the integrating volume. When the laser slab thickness varies in a sufficiently wide range, 

the variation in  correspondingly increases and manifests its roles as shown by the left 

portions of the lines corresponding to EP = 1 and 10 mJ. Besides illustrating the nature of 

the VLIF signal level and its differences compared to PLIF signal dependence, Figure 3-6 

also helps to map out the potential applicable range of the VLIF technique for a given set 
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of experimental conditions. For example, the hatched area displays the possible signal 

level obtained with VLIF in a measurement volume up to 30 mm thick and an excitation 

pulse energy up to 10 mJ. 

Assessment of reconstruction accuracy 

With the ability to simulate the VLIF signal enabled by the model described above, the 

accuracy of the 3D tomographic reconstruction based on the VLIF signals can be 

assessed. In our past work [21], the accuracy of 3D VLIF reconstructions was assessed 

using a stable laminar flame, due to the difficulty of creating controlled turbulent flames 

with known patterns. With the VLIF model developed here, the reconstruction accuracy 

can be numerically assessed for arbitrary flames, such as that shown in Figure 3-7, which 

shows two sets of VLIF projections (from the five intensified cameras) employing the 

turbulent Bunsen burner. More details of these measurements are provided in ref. [31]. 

Figure 3-7 shows the VLIF projections measured at two different laser slab thicknesses: a 

thickness of 10 mm in panel (a) and (b) (Ep = 6 mJ) and a thickness of 15 mm in panel (c) 

and (d) (Ep = 9 mJ), respectively. The same excitation irradiance (approximately) was 

maintained for both sets of measurements. As mentioned in Section 2, the overall height 

of the flame was ~150 mm, and the FOV of the imaging systems was ~50 mm in the z

direction. Thus, the VLIF projections shown in Figure 3-7 were captured sequentially by 

changing the height of the burner (which was mounted on a 3-axis translation stage). 

These projection images again illustrate the increased signal level with respect to the 

laser slab thickness, due to the integrating nature of the VLIF signal. Also, Figure 3-7 (c) 

and (d) show more complicated structure than panel (a) and (b), illustrating that more 

flame structures were captured and integrated with a thicker laser slab.  
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Using the projections shown in Figure 3-7 as inputs, a 3D reconstruction of the turbulent 

flame can be obtained as shown in Figure 3-8. Figure 3-8(a) shows the 3D reconstruction 

obtained using the projections shown in the Figure 3-7(a) and (b), i.e., with a laser slab 

thickness of 10 mm; and Figure 3-8(b) using the projections shown in Figure 3-7(c) and 

(d) with a laser slab thickness of 15 mm. The number of voxels (i.e., unknowns to be 

solved) used in the reconstruction was 128×128×128 (i.e., about 2M), and the number of 

pixels (i.e., equations) available from each projection picture was 1024 by 1024 (i.e., 

about 1M per projections) leading to a total of ~5M equations, resulting in an overly 

determined system. A visual examination of the projections and the reconstruction 

suggest that the reconstruction correctly captured the instantaneous structure of the 

turbulent flame at both overall and detailed levels (e.g., by comparing the feature 

highlighted in the oval shown in Figure 3-7(a) and Figure 3-8(a)). With the VLIF model 

developed above, the reconstruction quality can be assessed more quantitatively. Figure 

3-9 shows the simulated VLIF signal of the projections at various laser slab thicknesses 

for the target turbulent flames under fixed excitation irradiance, obtained using phantoms 

created to duplicate the flames shown in Figure 3-8(b). As seen again, the average LIF 

signal increases with respect to the thickness of the laser slab, under the scenario that the 

laser beam is over-expanded and the irradiance at the knife edges a constant. Figure 3-9 

also shows two experimental data points obtained from the measurements shown in 

Figure 3-7. These data points were normalized by a common factor, and the agreement 

between the simulations and the experimental data is consistent with those discussed 

earlier.



Figure 33-9. VLIF ssignal level 
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thicknesses, again to simulate the experimental conditions used in Figure 3-8. The 

projection error (eP) here is defined as the following:  

| |Noisy NF
P

NF

P P
e

P
     (5) 

where PNoisy represents the projections with measurement noise, PNF the ideal noise-free 

projection, and the summation runs over all the pixels of the measurements. Therefore, 

the eP defined here quantifies the overall noise level of the projection measurements. In 

practice, various kinds of noise can be present to contaminate the projections. However, 

only shot noise is considered in these simulations because the goal of this work is to 

assess the performance limit of the VLIF technique.  Ignoring other noise sources and 

only considering the shot noise provides a “best case” of the measurement accuracy. As a 

result, Figure 3-10(a) shows that the projection error decreases with increasing laser 

excitation energy, in accordance with the result of signal level shown in Figure 3-6 and 

reflecting the trend of decreasing shot noise at increasing LIF signal level. In this work, 

the lowest eP was estimated to be ~ 4% according to the results shown in Figure 3-10(a), 

when the maximum excitation energy of 6 mJ was used.  

The second step of the assessment involved performing the tomographic 

reconstruction using the simulated projections obtained in the first step. The error in the 

projection (eP) propagates in the tomographic reconstruction process, which is eventually 

reflected as an error in the reconstruction. To quantify the reconstruction error, it was 

compared to the phantom by two metrics, the first being an overall reconstruction error 

(eR),

| |Recon Phantom
R

Phantom

F F
e

F
    (6) 
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where FRecon represents the reconstruction obtained, FPhantom a phantom created 

numerically to simulate the 3D distribution of CH concentration expected in the 

experiments, and the summation sign runs over all the voxels in the measurement 

domain. This metric therefore quantifies the overall discrepancy between the 

reconstruction and the phantom distribution. The second metric was a correlation 

between the reconstructed and phantom distributions. The use of the correlation metric in 

addition to eR was motivated by the consideration that eR may not provide a complete 

characterization of the reconstruction accuracy. As an example, consider a case where the 

reconstruction and phantom distributions are exactly the same in shape but are offset 

from each other spatially. In this case, eR could be large while the reconstruction is still 

completely accurate when only the shape of the distribution is concerned (for example, 

when the measurement is used to calculate flame surface area or curvature). Therefore, 

the use of the correlation could provide additional information to better interpret the 

accuracy of the reconstruction. Figure 3-10(b) shows eR and the correlation at different 

excitation pulse energies calculated from the computational results. As seen, with the 

increase of excitation pulse energy (and hence increasing signal level and decreasing eP),

eR decreased and the correlation approached 1. With the maximum excitation pulse 

energy of 6 mJ used in this work, the reconstruction error eR was less than 4% for an slab 

thickness of 10 mm and about 5% for a slab thickness of 15 mm. The reason for such 

difference in reconstruction accuracy was due to the fact that with a thicker laser slab, 

more flame structures are captured and the reconstruction becomes more challenging. 

Such increased challenge is due to the generic difficulty associated with multi-scale and 

multi-dimensional problems. Resolving features of a given (i.e., fixed) length scale in a 
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 Figure 3-11 shows some of the intermediate results used to obtain Figure 10 to better 

illustrate the meaning of the errors used in the above analysis and their effects. These 

intermediate results from the case with a slab thickness of 15 mm and an excitation pulse 

energy of 3 mJ, with a projection error eP of 5.4% and a reconstruction error eR of 6.3% 

as seen on Figure 10. First, Figure 3-11(a) and (b), respectively, show a noise-free 

projection (i.e., PNF) and a noisy projection (i.e., PNoisy at the given excitation energy and 

slab thickness). The average difference as defined in Eq. (5) between Figure 3-11(a) and 

(b) is 5.4%. Figure 3-11(c) compares the noise-free and noisy projections along a line 

(the white line shown in Figure 3-11(a) and (b)). This particular line was chosen such that 

the difference between the noisy and noise-free projections along it (which was 5.6%) is 

close to the overall eP = 5.4% to illustrate the magnitude of such projection error. Similar 

to the comparison of the projections in Figure 3-11(a)-(c), Figure 3-11(d), (e) and (f), 

respectively, show the phantom (i.e., FPhantom), the reconstruction (FRecon), and the 

comparison of the phantom and reconstruction along a line (the blue line shown in panel 

d and e). The reconstruction error (i.e., eR) as defined in Eq. (6) was 6.3% for this case. 

This particular line was again chosen such that the difference between the phantom and 

the reconstruction along it (which was 6.2%) is close to the overall eR = 6.3% to illustrate 

the magnitude of such reconstruction error. As seen in Figure 3-11(f), a reconstruction 

error near 6% represents close agreement between the reconstruction and the phantom, 

illustrating the ability to resolve 3D flame structures via VLIF.   

 Besides the above simulation presented in this section, we are attempting other 
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validation methods in our ongoing work. For example, one other validation approach 

involves a direct comparison between VLIF and PLIF measurements. The concept is to 

perform VLIF measurements and PLIF simultaneously and then to compare the PLIF 

directly against a 2D cross-section of the VLIF at the same planar location where the 

PLIF is taken, with preliminary results reported in [40]. 

Conclusion 

This work reports an experimental and computational study of the fundamental 

capabilities and limitations of the volumetric laser-induced fluorescence (VLIF) 

technique for three-dimensional (3D) combustion measurements (i.e., tracking the flame 

front) based on the CH radical. The goal of this work was to map out the performance 

limits of VLIF in terms of signal level, size of the field of view (FOV) in 3D, and 

accuracy. To accomplish this goal, experiments were performed on laminar and turbulent 

flames under various excitation pulse energies and laser “slab” thicknesses. These 

measurements were then used to validate a VLIF model, which considered a simple time-

dependent two-level LIF model of the CH C-X transition and the position-dependent 

collection efficiency of the LIF signal. After verifying reasonable agreement between the 

experimental and modeling results, the model was then used to assess the capabilities and 

limitations of the VLIF technique. The results illustrate that the VLIF technique, due to 

its volumetric nature, involves more performance metrics than its 2D equivalent (planar 

LIF or PLIF), and the relationship between these metrics differ between VLIF and PLIF. 

Particularly, the VLIF signal level behaves differently and can remain constant or even 

increase with decreasing irradiance due to spatial integrating effects. The model also 
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enables the assessment of the error of the 3D measurements, which should enable the 

user to optimize the setup and maximize 3D information while minimizing errors.  These 

results show that an overall reconstruction error of ~5% and correlation better than 99% 

can be obtained in a reasonably large volume (50×50×15 mm in this work) with an 

excitation energy under 10 mJ for CH C-X probing under the shot-noise-limited 

assumption, illustrating the capability and accuracy that can be expected when 

commercially available laser equipment is used for VLIF measurements. 
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Chapter 4 Super resolution PLIF demonstrated in turbulent jet flows 

seeded with I2

(Manuscript submitted to Optics and Laser Technology) 

Wenjiang Xu, Ning Liu, Lin Ma 

Abstract 

Planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) represents an indispensable tool for flow 

and flame imaging. However, the PLIF technique suffers from limited spatial resolution 

or blurring in many situations, which restrict its applicability and capability. This work 

describes a new method, named SR-PLIF (super-resolution PLIF), to overcome these 

limitations and enhance the capability of PLIF. The method uses PLIF images captured 

simultaneously from two (or more) orientations to reconstruct a final PLIF image with 

resolution enhanced or blurring removed. This paper reports the development of the 

reconstruction algorithm, and the experimental demonstration of the SR-PLIF method 

both with controlled samples and with turbulent flows seeded with iodine vapor. Using 

controlled samples with two cameras, the spatial resolution in the best case was improved 

from 1.3 mm in the projections to 0.04 mm in the SR image, in terms of the spreading 

width of a sharp edge. With turbulent flows, an image sharpness measure was developed 

to quantify the spatial resolution, and SR reconstruction with two cameras can improve 

the spatial resolution by ~2× compared to the projections in terms of the sharpness 

measure.  
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Introduction 

Planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) has been established as a powerful tool 

for a range of problems [1-8]. However, the PLIF technique suffers from limited spatial 

resolution or blurring in many situations, which restrict PLIF’s capability and 

applicability. First, the spatial resolution of the current PLIF technique is limited by the 

imaging optics and the pixel size of the camera. In most flow or flame applications 

(where microscopic imaging is impractical), the spatial resolution is limited to be on the 

order of 50 to 200 m with state-of-the-art imaging optics and camera technologies [9, 

10], even though finer resolution is highly desired. Second, blurring can occur due to a 

variety of reasons to further deteriorate the resolution of the PLIF measurements, such as 

misalignment of the excitation laser sheet and the focal plane of the camera, mechanical 

vibration or movement of the experimental rig, and the also the scanning of the laser 

sheet to obtain PLIF measurements at multiple spatial locations [11, 12]. A 

straightforward and commonly practiced method to mitigate the blurring issue involves 

using a small aperture to increase the depth of field (DOF) of the imaging systems, so 

that a certain range of misalignment, vibration, and scanning can be tolerated and 

acceptable sharpness of the PLIF images can be maintained [9, 13]. This straightforward 

approach however is practiced at the cost of signal level, which approximately scales to 

the second power of the aperture [14].  

Under the above understanding, this paper describes an alternative approach to 

overcome these issues and enhance the spatial resolution of PLIF measurements. The 

approach is termed super-resolution PLIF, or SR-PLIF. The SR-PLIF technique captures 

two or more PLIF images simultaneously from different orientations, and then uses these 
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images to reconstruct a final PLIF image with spatial resolution finer than any of the 

original images. The SR approach has been extensively investigated under the context of 

satellite surveillance, video compression, and cartoon rendering [15-17]. This paper 

reports a new SR algorithm based on tomographic reconstruction, and the combined use 

of SR and PLIF techniques to enhance the spatial resolution and to remove the blurring of 

PLIF measurements. Controlled experiments, computation, and demonstration 

measurements in turbulent flows have been performed to elucidate the feasibility and 

applicability range of SR-PLIF under the context of flow and flame visualization. It 

should be noted that the ultimate goal of SR technique is to improve the spatial resolution 

even when the raw projections are focused. Nevertheless, the work reported here 

emphasizes the deblurring issue.  

Tomographic reconstruction-based super-resolution algorithm

This section describes the mathematical formulation of the tomographic 

reconstruction-based super resolution algorithm. In conventional SR technique, the 

observation of LR (low resolution) images are modeled through warping, blurring and 

subsampling the HR (high resolution) image separately and sequentially, and a 

sequentially inverse operation is then applied to recover the HR image [18-20]. From 

modeling perspective, such methods are easy to be understood. Physically, however, the 

imaging process from HR to LR images is a single process, which means the warping, 

blurring and subsampling process take role simultaneously. As a contrast, the 

reconstruction based SR technique described below models the imaging as a single 

process. The target of this work is to apply tomographic reconstruction on scanning PLIF 

images from a nitrogen jet flow seeded with iodine molecules, in order to enhance the 
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spatial resolution and to remove the blurring of PLIF measurements. Using the images 

(termed projection) taken by two or more cameras, a SR reconstruction was performed to 

obtain an image with higher resolution. The reconstruction algorithm was based on a 

tomography algorithm we developed in [21, 22], with certain modifications. The SR 

reconstruction was mathematically formulated into the following problem:  

1 1 1
( , ) ( , , ) ( , , ; , )

i j k

I J K

P P i j k i j k P P
x y z

x xP y SR x y z PSF x y z y
   (1) 

where P(xP, yP) represents the value of the measured projections at a pixel located at row xP and 

column yP on the camera chip; SR represent the sought super resolution measurement;  xi, yj, and 

zk the X, Y, and Z coordinates of each image element on the SR measurements; I and J the total 

number of images element in the X and Y direction of the SR measurements; and K the total 

number of image element in the depth direction (set to be 1 in this work since we are studying 

planar LIF); PSF the point spread function defined as the projection formed at (xP, yP) by a point 

source located at (xi, yj, zk) with unity intensity.  Noted that the PSF does not depend on SR. It 

depends on the lens used in the imaging system and the location and orientation of the imaging 

system, and it characterizes the distortion, magnification, and blurring associated the imaging 

systems. In this work, the PSF was calculated by a combination of geometrical ray-tracing [23, 

24] and a Monte Carlo simulation [25, 26]. In this manner, the warping, blurring and subsampling 

processes do not need to be modeled individually, as in conventional SR [27]. After the PSF for 

each camera was obtained, the above equation was solved for SR using the measured Ps 

(projections) as inputs. The algorithm used to solve Ea. (1) was a modified variation of a 

tomographic algorithm based on Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) [21, 24, 28].  

( ) ( ) ( )I ID k P k P k        (2) 
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solid target (illustrated by the black bar in Fig. 1) and a demonstration test with a 

turbulent flow (illustrated by the red circle). The solid sample is a piece of glass plate 

etched with chessboard pattern with 0.0015 mm precision, as shown in Fig. 2a. The target 

was mounted on a translational stage, and a coordinate system was defined such that the 

target plate was in the X-Z plane and the Y axis was normal to the face of the plate as 

shown. The target was moved in the Y direction by the translational stage with an 

accuracy of 0.01 mm, and two cameras (shown as camera a and b in Fig. 1) were aligned 

along the Y axis and used to capture images of the target while it moved. Fig.2a shows an 

image of the target at Y=2.5 mm taken by camera a, where the target was in sharp focus, 

to provide a benchmark of the spatial resolution, i.e., the best possible spatial resolution 

achievable by one camera. The aperture was set to f/2.8 and the magnification ratio was 

1.00 at Y=2.5 mm for camera a. Under such condition, the depth of field was estimated to 

be 0.22 mm based on a 0.02 mm circle of confusion. The magnification was confirmed 

by matching the physical size of the chessboard patter (9 mm square) to the 450 pixels on 

camera (each pixel is 20 m). As the target was moved away from Y=2.5 mm, the images 

taken by both cameras became out of focus, simulating the issues encountered in practice. 

As two examples, Fig. 4-2(b) and (c) show two out-of-focus images (hereafter referred to 

as projections) of the target captured by camera a and b at Y= 6.5 mm, respectively. Fig. 

4-2(c) is more blurred than Fig. 4-2(b), because the target moved away from the focus 

plane of camera b (by 9 mm) more than that of camera a (by 4 mm).  
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to excite the I2 vapor in the flow and generate PLIF signals, which were captured by camera a 

and b simultaneously. By designing the frequencies of the scanners (which oscillated at 1.85 kHz 

and 5.55 kHz for scanner 1 and 2, respectively), the amplitudes of their oscillations (1:10), and 

the distance between the mirrors [13, 31], the laser sheet scanned across five different spatial 

locations between Y=-7.5 to Y=7.5 mm during a period of 0.54 ms. The PLIF images generated 

by the scanning laser sheet were simultaneously captured by cameras a and b, and will be shown 

in Fig. 4.  A third camera, camera c as shown in Fig. 1, was used in these measurements to 

monitor the position of the laser sheet experimentally.  

Results and discussion 

In this section, the SR computation results on both the target experiment and jet flow PLIF 

measurement are presented. For the target experiment, as seen by visual examination, the SR 

reconstruction shown in Fig. 4-2(d) substantially improved the resolution compared to either 

projection. To quantify such improvement, we extracted the width of a sharp edge from the 

images as shown in Fig. 4-3. Fig. 4-3(a) shows the normalized intensity of images across a sharp 

edge on the target (in the region illustrated by the red bar shown on Fig. 2(d)). Fig. 4-3(a) shows 

the intensity of a total of 27 images taken by camera a at various Y positions, and the thick violet 

and green lines corresponded to those extracted from Fig. 4-2(a) and (b), respectively. Based on 

Fig. 4-3(a), the step width of the sharp edge, defined as the distance in the X direction between 

the 10% and 90% of maximum intensity [32], was then calculated and used to quantify spatial 

resolution, as shown in Fig. 4-3(b). The step width of images taken by camera b at various Y 

locations was also determined and shown in Fig. 4-3(b). As seen from Fig. 4-3(b), the best spatial 

resolution in terms of the step width was about 0.04 mm for either camera a or b. Note that the 
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Before discussing SR reconstruction, we first need to establish an alternative quantitative measure 

of spatial resolution for turbulent flows. The static target offered the advantage of providing sharp 

edges so that spatial resolution can be quantified by the step width as describe above. However, 

there are no such sharp edges available to quantify resolution of turbulent flow measurements as 

seen from Fig. 4. Therefore, a new measure was needed and this works adopted the concept of 

image sharpness measure (ISM) as described in [33]. Calculating the ISM involved several steps: 

the target image was transformed into the Fourier space, the zero frequency point was shifted to 

the image center, and finally the number of pixels with intensity above a certain threshold was 

counted in the Fourier space and used as the ISM of the target image. Physically, the ISM 

concept is based on the observation that for images with higher resolution in the spatial domain, 

their Fourier transformed images will have modulation transfer function more dispersed in the 

higher spectral range and higher ISM [32, 33].  In this work, the threshold was set to be one 

thousandth of the maximum pixel value of the target image following [33].   

As a demonstration of the suitability of the ISM, Fig. 4-5 shows the application of the ISM on the 

static targets. Here the ISM was applied to the projections captured by cameras a and b at various 

locations (the square and round symbols, respectively), and also the SR reconstructions (the 

triangle symbols). Comparison between Fig. 5 and Fig. 3b shows that the ISM indeed was able to 

generate a monotonic correspondence with the step width measure, supporting its use as a 

measure of resolution for images without clear edges.  
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excitation pulse energy and dimension of the measurement volume. The ISM was then applied to 

the projections and the SR reconstructions, and the results are shown in Fig. 6(c). Several 

important observations can be made from Fig. 4-6(c). First, the ISMs of the projections (the green 

square and black round symbols) varied as expected, again confirming the suitability of the ISM 

for quantifying the spatial resolution. Take camera a (green square symbols) as an example. Its 

ISM 1) started at a low value at Y=-7.5 mm when camera a was significantly out of focus, 2) 

gradually increased when camera a became more and more in focus, 3) peaked near Y=4 mm 

where camera a was closest to its focal plane (shown by the green dotted line), and 4) decreased 

again when the location of camera a became away from the focal plane. Second, the ISM of the 

SR reconstruction was consistently higher than that of either the projections, consistent with the 

visual observation and illustrating the effectiveness of the SR method to ameliorate blurring 

caused by out-of-focus imaging and to extend the applicability range of the scanning PLIF 

strategy. Third, the ISMs of the SR reconstructions varied depending on the input projections. 

The maximum ISM was observed with the projections at Y=0 mm as inputs, illustrating the 

potential of optimizing the resolution of the SR reconstruction by arranging the cameras’ 

locations carefully. Furthermore, this work used two cameras aligned in opposite orientation, 

which should not have to be the case. The relative orientations of the cameras can also be 

adjusted to optimize the resolution of the SR reconstruction.  
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and future work 

This chapter summarizes the dissertation and provides several suggestions for 
future work.  

Conclusion 

In summary, this dissertation studied 3D laser diagnostics of turbulent flames and flows 

using both well-designed experiments and advanced numerical methods. These 

techniques used cameras, high-speed lasers, and resonant scanners to acquire 2D images 

of turbulent flows, and used advanced numerical algorithms, such as Algebraic 

Reconstruction Technique (ART) to predict and reconstruct 3D distribution of key flame 

and flow properties, such as flame front location, flame front topography, chemical 

species concentration and so on. The goal of this dissertation thus is to investigate such 

diagnostics and demonstrate their capability and limitations in a range of turbulent 

flows/flames. The approaches used in this work to accomplish the goal included both new 

and well-designed experimental platforms and computational models. 

More specifically, chapter 2 reported the measurements of 3D (three-dimensional) 

flame topography using TC, and its validation by a direct comparison against planar Mie 

scattering measurements. The results show that the flame topography obtained from 

tomographic chemiluminescence and the Mie measurement agreed qualitatively (i.e., 

both methods yielded the same profile of the flame fronts), but quantitative difference on 

the order of millimeter was observed between these two methods. These results are 

expected to be useful for understanding the capabilities and limitations of both the 3D 

tomographic technique and the Mie scattering technique in combustion diagnostics.  

 To investigate the potential of LIF-based techniques to overcome the limitations 
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of the TC technique, Chapter 3 reported an analysis of VLIF performance in terms of 

signal level, size of the field of view (FOV) in 3D, and accuracy. In the VLIF method, the 

fluorescence signal is generated by a laser slab with a certain thickness (ranging from 

several millimeters to several centimeters in our group’s work) and is recorded by 

cameras from different perspectives. The VLIF method enables study on any particular 

area of interest and on either reacting or non-reacting flows. Both experimental and 

computational studies were conducted in this work to analyze the performance metrics of 

VLIF. Comparison of the model simulation with experiment validated the VLIF model, 

and the results show that the reconstruction accuracy of VLIF technique improves with 

the pulse energy. 

 The above tomographic 3D measurement techniques, either TC or VLIF, have 

limited spatial resolution in a given measurement volume (or vice versa, limited 

measurement volume under a given spatial resolution), constrained by the number of 

cameras used in the experiment. Chapter 4 therefore describes the development and 

demonstration of a new method, named SR-PLIF (super-resolution PLIF) to overcome 

these limitations. The method uses PLIF images captured simultaneously from two (or 

more) orientations to reconstruct a final PLIF image with resolution enhanced or blurring 

removed. This method is useful when high resolution flow details in a particular plane is 

desired, while the high resolution in all three directions is difficult to achieve. Moreover, 

it is useful to extend the measurement volume of scanning 3D diagnostics. Using 

controlled samples with two cameras, the spatial resolution in the best case was improved 

from 1.3 mm in the projections to 0.04 mm in the SR image, in terms of the spreading 

width of a sharp edge. With turbulent flows, an image sharpness measure was developed 
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to quantify the spatial resolution, and SR reconstruction with two cameras can improve 

the spatial resolution by ~2× compared to the projections in terms of the sharpness 

measure.  

Future work 

The work performed in this dissertation also help to identify the flowing research 

directions for future work: 

1) The demonstration of VLIF measurements in highly turbulent flames to obtain 

fundamental flame properties. This work studied turbulent flames with turbulent 

Reynolds number up to 5,000 in a volume up to ~5 cm× 5 cm×5 cm. Turbulent flames 

encountered in practice are of larger scale, higher Reynolds number, and also higher 

turbulence level. Three-dimensional measurements and three-dimensional flame statistics 

are solely needed for such flames. However, performing multi-view and 3D tomographic 

measurements on such flames is both of great interest and significant challenge. 

Experimentally, limited optical access, field-of-depth of the imaging system, 

spatiotemporal resolution requirements are all significant challenges. Numerically, it is 

quite computationally expensive to solve a large tomography system with inputs acquired 

from many perspectives and at high speed.  Despite all the challenges, it is worthwhile to 

investigate the feasibility of such measurements given the scientific significance of the 

data. Furthermore, the continuing development of laser, camera, and fiber technologies 

should substantially reduce the implementation difficulties.  

2) Extension of the tomographic techniques to measurements of multi-scalars and vector 

fields. The techniques reported in this dissertation are targeted on one single properties, 

such as flame topography or a single species concentration, therefore only a single aspect 
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of the turbulent flame can be studied.  Both for scientific study and engineering 

applications, measurements of multiple properties simultaneously are also in desired. For 

example, the study of fundamental turbulent-chemistry interactions requires information 

of both turbulence (e.g., velocity field) and the concentration of a range of chemical 

species. Multidimensional measurements of flow velocity field and two or more chemical 

species simultaneously can be significant contribution to enhance the understanding of 

turbulent flame dynamics. One possibility involves the simultaneous application VPIV [1, 

2] and VLIF [3] measurement. Again, such measurements would encounter significant 

practical challenges, and the continued hardware advancements would help to mitigate 

such challenges and to facilitate the implementation of the measurements.   
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